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They are many and we have all seen them. Attempts by  the  Republican Party and their allies
in the media to marginalize  President  Barack Obama and the Presidency itself. They go from
the  small, like  deliberately calling him “Barack Obama” rather than  “President Obama”,  to the
larger attacks on the prestige of the Office,  like the current  flap on his address to the Congress
and nation on  jobs.

  

When our President wants to call a meeting and address the most   important crisis facing the
nation, are we too busy to even show up on   the night he requests? In Wisconsin, is the Packer
pre-game warm-up a   more important event to televise than the President?

  

We will resist the obvious parallels to Jim Crow America and its   attempts to diminish the
dignity of some Americans. But really, is a   political strategy to win back the Presidency in 2012
more important   than doing the business of governing?

  

Like the 1930s, we are in dangerous times and we need to pay   attention to the serious job of
leading the Country out of the   crisis. At the very least, we can make time to listen to the man
we have   elected to lead us. The election to replace him is more than a year   away and we, the
people, need to pay attention to our work of self   government until then.

  

It is time for the Republican Party and its leadership to stop   playing games and get down to
work doing the jobs they were elected to   do. And maybe the media should remember the
responsibility given to the   “4th Estate” under our constitution to keep the people informed.

  

Freedom of the Press was not included in the First Amendment  to the United States
Constitution to make sure we can watch “Dancing with the Stars”.
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(If you agree, you might want to call your local NBC-TV affiliate and ask about their
programming choice.)
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